YOU’VE GOT THIS.
Sometimes what you’re searching for is right in front of you.

You already know the American Bar Association as the definitive voice of the legal industry. We advocate. We advance the profession. We promote the rule of law worldwide.

That’s the big-picture stuff. But do you realize what your membership in the Business Law Section means for you as an individual?

At this very moment, a robust menu of practice-enhancing resources is ready and waiting at your fingertips. Find the latest content in just a few clicks. Access high-quality CLE prepared and presented by industry leaders. Engage in practice-shaping conversations.

You’ve got this. All this. And more. Just for being a member.
BEING AT THE TOP OF YOUR GAME REQUIRES INSTANT ACCESS TO HIGH-LEVEL CONTENT AND CONNECTIONS.

As a Business Law Section member you’ve got a suite of practice-enhancing tools ready to go to work for you. The question is, are you making the most of it?
TRUSTED CONTENT

Critical insight. From top attorneys.

Business Law Today is a trusted source of insight on the current issues most critical to business lawyers. This website offers curated, searchable, and scannable business law content categorized into eight practice areas making it easier for you to find what you’re looking for.

businesslawtoday.org

In-depth analysis. Delivered to you.

Your membership includes full access to the second-most cited business law journal in the United States. The Business Lawyer is the preeminent source of legal trends and developments, including:

- Peer-reviewed analytical articles
- Current surveys
- In-depth case analysis

ambar.org/blstbl

SEARCH CONTENT IN AN INSTANT

Find more. Search less.

The Business Law Content Library lets members search for substantive articles, newsletters, audio recordings, webinars, and more. All in one place. The Section produces content covering all areas of business law. Save time and access just what you need in just a few clicks.

ambar.org/blcontent
THE BUSINESS LAW SECTION IS ONE OF THE LARGEST PRODUCERS OF CONTENT ABOUT BUSINESS LAW ON THE PLANET.

JONATHAN LIPSON
HAROLD E. KOHN PROFESSOR OF LAW, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY BEASLEY SCHOOL OF LAW
THE BUSINESS LAW SECTION IS IMPORTANT TO YOUR CAREER, WHETHER YOU ARE IN-HOUSE, GOVERNMENT, OR IN PRIVATE PRACTICE. IT GIVES YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO NETWORK WITH OTHER LAWYERS WHO DO THE SAME KIND OF WORK WITH YOU AND WHO ARE YOUR CLIENTS OR COULD BECOME CLIENTS.

LYNNE BARR
OF COUNSEL, GOODWIN

Experience

250+
CLE programs to fulfill your credit hours.
THE BUSINESS LAW SECTION PROVIDES THE BEST EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR CORPORATE AND BUSINESS LAWYERS PRACTICING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE.

KARL EGE 
SENIOR COUNSEL, PERKINS COIE LLP, AND FORMER CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER, RUSSELL INVESTMENTS

CONNECT LIKE A PRO
Stay current. Make connections.
Collaborate with fellow business law members at two Section-wide meetings. Experience over 250 CLE programs to fulfill your credit hours, connect with professionals at hundreds of practice-specific substantive sessions, and network at social events.

ambar.org/blmeetings

PERFECT YOUR PRACTICE
More educational programming. More quality.
Stay on top of your game and your credit hours with two free monthly CLE webinar series developed by practice-area experts.

Untangle the complexities of legal issues with *In The Know*, our free monthly CLE series. Hear from experts including former deputy attorneys general, federal regulators, and drafters of the Uniform Commercial Code, among others.

Focus on the fundamentals of practice areas with *Business Law Basics*, our free monthly CLE series featuring topics such as:

- Drafting M&A transactions
- Forming LLCs
- Navigating the business law landscape

ambar.org/blcle

NEW BENEFIT!
ON-DEMAND CLE
BUSINESS LAW BASICS
IN THE KNOW

Unable to attend an *In the Know* or *Business Law Basics* live program? Program recordings are now available for CLE credit and will be posted five days after their original presentation date.
EXPAND YOUR NETWORK
Find your community. Join a committee.
Grow your network of business law professionals and enhance your membership by joining any of our 50+ practice-specific committees for free.

15k+ Section members belong to committees and gain access to valuable resources, including newsletters, webinars, substantive teleconferences, and interactive discussion boards.

ambar.org/blcommunity

THE BOTTOM LINE OF MEMBERSHIP IN THE ABA BUSINESS LAW SECTION IS TO GET OUT AHEAD OF THE CURVE.

STEVEN WEISE
PARTNER, PROSKAUER
JOIN THE DISCUSSION THROUGH BUSINESS LAW CONNECT

Connect. Discover. Learn.
ABA Connect is an online and email platform for networking, exchanging ideas, getting advice, and interacting with fellow lawyers and legal professionals with similar interests.

Explore the Business Law Connect community to share resources and dialogue with other members through discussion threads and a shared library.

OUR COMMITTEES

- Antitrust Law
- Audit Responses
- Banking Law
- Bankruptcy Court Structure and Insolvency Process
- Business and Corporate Litigation
- Business Bankruptcy
- Business Crimes and Investigations
- Business Financing
- Business Law Education
- Captive Insurance
- Career and Practice Development
- Commercial Finance
- Community Economic Development
- Consumer Bankruptcy
- Consumer Financial Services
- Corporate Compliance
- Corporate Counsel
- Corporate Documents and Process
- Corporate Governance
- Corporate Social Responsibility Law
- Credit Unions
- Cyberspace Law
- Derivatives and Futures Law
- Director and Officer Liability
- Dispute Resolution
- Employee Benefits and Executive Compensation
- Energy Business
- Environmental
- Federal Regulation of Securities
- Gaming Law
- Government Affairs Practice
- Health Law and Life Sciences
- Institutional Investors
- Intellectual Property
- International Business Law
- Law and Accounting
- Legal Analytics
- Legal Opinions
- LLCs, Partnerships and Unincorporated Entities
- Mergers and Acquisitions
- Middle Market and Small Business
- Nonprofit Organizations
- Private Equity and Venture Capital
- Professional Responsibility
- Project Finance
- Securitization and Structured Finance
- Sports Law
- State Regulation of Securities
- Taxation
- Trust Indentures and Indenture Trustees
- Uniform Commercial Code
JOINING AND PARTICIPATING IN THE ABA BUSINESS LAW SECTION IS A STRAIGHT PATH TO BECOMING A SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT AND PROFESSIONAL LEADER THAT WILL ADVANCE YOUR CAREER.

BARBARA MAYDEN
PRINCIPAL, YOUNG MAYDEN LEGAL SEARCH AND CONSULTING

SAVE 25%

Thank you for your membership. To show our appreciation, please enjoy 25% off on your next Business Law Section Book order. Enter discount code 25NEWBL at checkout to save. Visit ambar.org/blsbooks for a listing of all Business Law Section books.

Discount is not valid with other offers and is good for a one-time use only. Discount ends 8/30/2020. Taxes and shipping charges may apply.
YOU’VE GOT ALL OF THIS.
AND SO MUCH MORE.

Take advantage of everything your
Section membership has to offer!
Any questions about these or other aspects of
your membership, visit ambar.org/blwelcome
or call 312.988.5588.

Thank you for being a part of our business
law community.

CONNECT WITH US
linkedin.com/company/aba-business-law-section
@ABABusLaw
facebook.com/ABABusinessLaw

ambar.org/businesslaw